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The run into Christmas: a time for parties; hitting desperate deadlines and reflecting on the year just passed. Crow has 
been doing the same – well, particularly reflecting on the state of brand building at the end of 2015.  As is so often the 
case in marketing, there have been Grand Pronouncements;  New Paradigms and Revolutions aplenty – but what’s 
really going on beneath the bluff and bluster?  Here are five points of Crow Wisdom based on research, innovation and 
strategy projects this year – and a healthy dose of commercial common sense…

1. Ideas are Not Commoditised

NPD and innovation is increasingly crucial 
to building brands. Yet, how many times 
have we heard that generating new ideas is 
easy, it’s the executing that’s difficult?  If 
only it were true!  Crow has worked with 
clients across food, drink and charity on 
innovation projects this year and there 
seem to be three themes:
1.  Generating loads of poor ideas is easy; 

generating potential winners is much 
harder

2.  Yes, execution is difficult but it’s 
because we all try and do too many 
things with fragmented people 
resources and too little investment… 
do less! Go big!

3.  Building ideas to big is a step in idea 
generation that is consistently 
underestimated – winning support; 
testing the idea, the concept, the 
product, prototyping, getting real world 
input, finding out what your Mum 
thinks...  Ultimately the process of 
selecting ideas is the lynchpin that we 
often get wrong

2. Give Me The Little Data

Crow wishes he earned a Pound every time he read or 
heard ‘Big Data’. Ker-ching!!  The latest research on how 
the brain works though is telling us what our Gut has been 
saying for ages… we simply cannot process it all. In fact, it 
seems that our brains have a finite capacity – which has 
serious consequences for getting things done personally, 
and indeed for brands trying to cut through in ridiculously 
cluttered competitive terrain.  No, if 2015 has told us 
anything it’s that we have to cut through the big data and 
find themes or shortcuts that help us move quickly towards 
action. And to do this we have got to get back to trusting 
our instincts more; we have got to get back to getting out 
amongst our customers and consumers more and getting 
curious; we’ve got to start forming hypotheses and then 
using the data to prove or disprove.  It is, in short, just as 
much about the ‘Little Data’ as it is about the ‘Big’.  

3. Co-Creation… Mind The Gap

Gosh, ‘Co-Creation’ makes Crow’s feathers flap! Don’t get me wrong, in principle Co-
Creation is a cracking idea, but as so often in marketing the spin of a new idea soon has it 
solving the World’s Ills.  Working with consumers on new ideas in 2015 has highlighted 
where it’s useful and where risky.  If you’re generating a new pipeline of ‘close in’ ideas, then 
Co Creation can help. As consumers, as shoppers, we have clear ‘frustrations’ that it would 
be convenient and desirable to solve. The problem comes when the innovation brief is for 
‘Game Changers’ (when isn’t it, you may ask?!) – here’s where Co Creation gives us 
problems. We can find and work with ‘hyper creative’ and ‘super-engaged’ consumers but 
they then don’t reflect most of consumers and the ideas don’t have broad enough appeal. 
Or, we can work with ‘everyday consumers’ and we don’t then strike the creative gold.  Truth 
is, with innovation, you have to place some bets and whatever research you do can only 
illuminate up to a point.

4. What’s Trending?

The ‘Trend Spotting’ industry certainly is a fun one -  you 
earn your money by predicting tomorrow, but by the time 
you get there, you’re looking ahead again! All the fun, no 
accountability!  Just look at what funky people are doing, 
give it a tricksy name, ideally with some sort of 
juxtaposition and bingo! You’re a trend hunter!  Truth is, 
trends are like ideas. They rarely ping out like some 
‘Eureka!’ moment, but rather they weave and emerge over 
time, often changing shape in front of your eyes. So what 
with the promise of robots doing my washing up, cars that 
drive themselves and flexitarian diets, Crow has 
determined that, like insights, trends are only useful if they 
are commercially fertile. In essence, forget the name, look 
for the opportunity…

5. Brand Stand

This phrase is actually from Mintel, who do a lot of in depth analysis across the food and 
drink industries. The latest marketing narrative is around stories: brands need to tell 
compelling stories in our new Millennial dominated world. What is actually emerging is 
something quite different.  It’s not about stories in fact because too often (in fact, typically) 
stories are fictional. Rather, brands need to tell their truths; plainly, bluntly without layers of 
wispiness and scatterings of Fairy Dust. In fact, the truth, in all it’s ugly-fruit glory, is often of 
more interest than a delicately smoothed story. When brands stand for something, that 
conviction, that honesty, is what makes them compelling. 

At Crow, we believe it’s important to 
see beyond the headlines and find 
the direct way to success. We hope 
we can help you with that in…
(*gulps*) ...2016. In the meantime, 
have a prosperous run into Christmas 
and a peaceful Festive Season.


